lodges & hunting areas
The logos indicate the areas Makadi Safaris
utilises for their hunting safaris
Kamab: 170000 acres
Ilala: 45000 acres
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Safaris since 1996. Diethelm grew up on the farm
Otjisauona in the central parts of Namibia and has been
hunting all his life. He studied agricultural economics at
the University of Pretoria and finished with a master’s
degree from Texas A & M University, USA. Katja studied
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nature conservation at the Technikon of Pretoria and it is
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here that they met. She manages the household and will
also personally serve a wide variety of delicious venison

Grünau

dishes. Katja and Diethelm have three children, of whom
the youngest, Nikolai, just recently joined the family
farming business.

SOUTH AFRICA

After landing at Hosea Kutako International Airport near Windhoek, you’ll
be greeted by your professional hunter. He will drive you through the
natural beauty of Africa’s mountains and sweeping plains where numerous
herds of magnificent animals graze. It’s just over an hour‘s drive to Makadi
Safaris‘ main camp, Kamab Lodge – an old, beautifully renovated homestead
with cozy, generously equipped guest houses in the middle
of a lush African garden. An inviting pool and bar, as well
as an elegant dining room, encourage you to relax. Our
hospitable team will serve you delicious meals and
look after you at all times during your safari.
Our hunting area covers over 175 000 acres of
rangeland. Kamab, which has been in the family for
three generations, boasts a magnificent diversity
of Namibian landscapes. Being situated on the high
plateau of the central region of Namibia, Kamab
Lodge enjoys the advantage of a moderately cool
climate. Open plains, fertile basins, majestic dams,
picturesque riverbeds and rugged mountain ranges
with extensive views, exist side by side. The terrain is
ideal for walk and stalk hunts, either with a rifle or a bow, as well as
extended hikes armed with your camera allowing for the large variety
of species to be experienced at their most spectacular. Our safaris are
anything from 5-12 days long. A four-wheel drive vehicle, fitted with

two-way radios, will be driven by your hunting professional to the most
probable hunting grounds where African plains game roams. As our
safaris take only from sustainable wildlife populations, they are strictly
ethical, and based on fair chase. Once the game is spotted, you and your
professional hunter will leave the vehicle to stalk on foot. Your professional
hunter will then guide you by selecting the trophy you will take. Due
to our effective wildlife management programme, which has been
in effect for the last 50 years, the area is never
over-hunted. This makes it possible for you to have
an extraordinary adventure every day and to take
exceptional trophies that could be world record.
Be sure to bring your family with you, as hunting is but
only one of the activities that Makadi Safaris has to offer.
Non-hunters may enjoy self-guided walks, extended
game drives as well as day tours to surrounding
tourist attractions. The scenery is majestic and the
opportunities for photographic safaris are endless.
Because our lodges are close to the capital; we can
also offer the opportunity of an extended shopping
trip or a historical discovery tour through Windhoek. Due to the natural
diversity of our landscape and our favourable location, it is not only easy for
us, but also our sincere intention to meet your every need to experience
a unique personalized safari.
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h u n t in g in n a m ibi a
Flying to Windhoek, your mind might ponder on whether going to
Namibia will mean going back in time to when Africa was wild and
scarcely touched by human civilization. As your plane slowly descends in its approach to the tawny-coloured savannah below, almost
nothing will seem to remind you of the 21st century. In the vastness
of this almost untouched land, a solitary windmill stands…then in the
distance, the straight line of a dir t road here and a round dam there.
Upon landing, the acacia trees will rush past your window and a feeling of happiness will flood over you. Finally, by the time you actually
disembark the plane, standing on the sun-scorched tarmac beneath
Africa‘s azure sky, breathing in the crisp highland air, you will suddenly
know that you have arrived where you always wanted to be….

 amibia – the smile on the face of Africa – is one of the most scarN
cely populated countries in the world. Despite the towns and cities
being small and widely scattered, Namibia boasts one of the best
medical suppor t systems in the southern hemisphere. This is a land
of contrasts. The diverse ecosystems, changing from lush marshlands
to barren deser t landscapes, harbouring a unique variety of animal
life set against a backdrop of unspoiled and untouched nature, and
the relaxed, friendly way of life of Namibians makes this the ultimate
safari experience.

The pleasant climate of the highlands is healthy at all times. From
May to September it becomes cold in the early mornings and at night,
warming up during the day, so don‘t forget to pack some warm cloHunting in Namibia is a healthy balance of adventure and safety. We thes to keep the chill at bay! The rest of the year is predominated by
are proud and privileged to be able to offer you an exciting and a pleasantly warm to hot dry heat. Sun block is an absolute necessity,
superb hunt in a politically and economically stable African country. as the suns rays are intense.

h u n t in g in n a m ibi a
Due to the fruitful cooperation between nature conservation effor ts
and controlled trophy hunting, the number and diversity of animals in
Namibia has almost doubled since the eighties, with 70 to 80% of all
wild animals in Namibia found on privately owned ranch land. This
dynamic is what allows us to offer you a unique hunting experience.
Makadi Safaris has been owned and operated by the Metzger family
for three generations. Not only have we maintained our vast hunting
areas but also expanded with a sensible and sustainable game management programme. The area is never over-hunted, thereby making
it possible for you to have an extraordinary adventure every day and
to take exceptional trophies that could be world records. Some of
the species you will be able to hunt are: Kudu, Oryx (Gemsbuck),
Red Har tebeest, Springbuck, War thog, Duiker, Steenbuck, Waterbuck,
Klipspringer, Mountain & Plains Zebra, Leopard, Cheetah, Black & Blue
Wildebeest, Eland, Giraffe, Baboon, Jackal as well as Waterfowl and
Game Birds.
As par t of our overall contribution to the greater benefit of conservation and sustainable wildlife populations, we believe it is our duty
to actively par take in research projects. Our latest par ticipation
includes collecting DNA samples from trophies taken for analysis and
establishing a DNA data bank for research and reference purposes.
During 2010 Makadi Safaris suppor ted a disease-mapping project on
Kudu by drawing blood samples of every hunted Kudu Bull. Various
other studies were suppor ted by allowing post-graduate students to
do their practical research on our wildlife populations in our hunting
areas. An ongoing Cheetah research project done by the Institute

of Zoology and Wildlife Research and the University of Berlin has
been actively suppor ted by Makadi Safaris over the past 10 years.
Most recently a Leopard study has been added with the capture and
collaring of three Leopards.
In 2009 the unsurpassable Ilala Private Game Reserve became par t
of our available hunting proper ties. The reserve is situated along
the border of the deser t between Windhoek and Walvis Bay on
the Gamsberg route. This vast, rugged, mountainous and untouched
wilderness area is where you can delve deeply into the myths and
legends of old Africa. It enables us to offer you an exclusive hunt in
a breathtaking environment. Apar t from the beauty of this wild, romantic landscape, you might come across special game like Leopard
or Har tmann’s (Mountain) zebra in their natural environment.

Whether you choose Kamab or Ilala,
your Makadi Safaris with us will be unforgettable!

il a l a p r i vat e g a m e r e se rv e
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il a l a p r i vat e g a m e r e se rv e

Tucked away in the rugged, scorched mountains at the edge of the desert, another kind of paradise awaits you: Ilala Private Game Reserve.
Situated 170 km from Windhoek, taking the scenic road, en route to Walvis Bay crossing the breathtaking Gamsberg Pass and travelling through
the world’s oldest desert, lies the reserve with its 45 000 acres of untouched, awe-inspiring landscape full of game and wilderness.
Although the homestead is only a few miles off the main road, it will seem as though it is the gateway to a different world. One travels through
dry riverbeds and rocky hills to a haven nestled up against a mountain backdrop surrounded by palm trees with valleys lying at its feet. Seated
on the white-washed verandah, enjoying a thirst-quenching sundowner, you will bear witness to an unsurpassed African sunset as it paints the
slopes of the Gamsberg Mountain in hues of pink and mauve.

The old colonial-style ranch house was built by the legendary Johann Vivier. A man who made his for tune with diamonds in the days when
Africa abounded with adventure and wildlife. It seems as though at Ilala Private Game Reserve this still rings true today. While the mountain
slopes are home to the scarce and agile Klipspringer, the Har tmann’s (Mountain) Zebra as well as Leopard; Gemsbuck (Oryx), Kudu and
Springbuck graze the grassy plains. Hunting at Ilala will always be an exclusive and exceptional experience, because we only allow one
hunter or hunting group in this sensitive semi-arid landscape at a time. Hunting in Ilala’s wild and grand environment will be a magnificent
adventure.
For your non-hunting companions – and for your time off from hunting – there is a large variety of enter tainment and recreation activities
at Ilala. The wildlife and landscape can be explored either on guided walks, by four-by-four vehicles, on horseback, or from the sanctuary of
the verandah. An inviting pool as well as many shady spots bid you to linger. Bushman paintings can be admired at two separate locations
on Ilala. Who knows, you might even discover others! Enjoy the hospitality and the personal style that the ranch house offers you. Whether
you are reading in the old family library or just allowing your eyes to linger on Africa’s sublime beauty, either way, the Ilala Private Game
Reserve will be a cherished experience.
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We suggest you fly Air Namibia from
Frankfurt to Windhoek

